MD Simulation in Arbitrary Geometries
Simulations of nano scale liquid systems can provide insight into many naturally-occurring phenomena, such as the action of proteins that mediate water transport across biological cell membranes [1] . They may also facilitate the design of future nano devices and materials (e.g. high-throughput, highly selective filters or lab-on-a-chip components). The dynamics of these very small systems are dominated by surface interactions, due to their large surface area to volume ratios. However, these surface effects are often too complex and material-dependent to be treated by simple phenomenological parameters [2] or by adding 'equivalent' fluxes at the boundary [3] . Direct simulation of the fluid using molecular dynamics (MD) presents an opportunity to model these phenomena with minimal simplifying assumptions. MD fluid dynamics simulations have been reported [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , but MD is prohibitively computationally costly for simulations of systems beyond a few tens of nanometers in size. Fortunately, the molecular detail of the full flow-field that MD simulations provide is often unnecessary; in liquids, beyond 5-10 molecular diameters ( 3nm for water) from a solid surface the continuum-fluid approximation is valid and the Navier-Stokes equations with bulk fluid properties may be used [2, 9, 10] . Hybrid simulations have been proposed [11, 12, 13, 14] to simultaneously take advantage of the accuracy and detail provided by MD in the regions that require it, and the computational speed of continuum mechanics in the regions where it is applicable. An example application of this technique is shown schematically in figure 1 , where a complex molecule is being electrokinetically transported into a nanochannel for separation and identification [15] . Only the complex molecule, its immediately surrounding solvent molecules, and selected near-wall regions require an MD treatment; the remainder of the fluid (comprising the vast majority of the volume) may be simulated by continuum mechanics. A hybrid simulation would allow the effect of different complex molecules, solvent electrolyte composition, channel geometry, surface coatings and electric field strengths to be analysed at a realistic computational cost. An alternative approach would be use one of several 'mesoscopic' simulation methods such as dissipative particle dynamics [16] , lattice Boltzmann [17] or dynamic density functional theory [18] . These methods all require to be supplied with fluid-solid interaction boundary conditions and constitutive models, which it may not possible to accurately deduce in advance, and to which the behaviour of a nanoscale system is very sensitive. Providing that the intermolecular potentials used are accurate, MD avoids this problem by direct simulation.
In order to produce a useful, general simulation tool for hybrid simulations, the MD component must be able to model complex geometrical domains, for example see figure 2. This capability does not exist in currently available MD codes: domains are simple shapes, usually with periodic boundaries. MD simulations are often performed to sample a system in a particular ensemble: a molecule's dynamics are not Newtonian and momentum is not necessarily conserved. For fluid mechanics the state of the molecules may only be altered at inlets, outlets and regions of solid walls not in contact with the fluid to impose the required boundary conditions. The dynamics of the fluid will be purely Newtonian in the regions where results are gathered. The most important, computationally demanding, and difficult aspect of any MD simulation is the calculation of intermolecular forces. This paper describes an algorithm that is capable of calculating pair force interactions in arbitrary, unstructured mesh geometries that have been parallelised for distributed computing by spatial decomposition. This work has been implemented in OpenFOAM [19] , an open source C++ toolbox designed for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), and makes use of its particle tracking algorithm [20] for molecule dynamics and to efficiently maintain information about which mesh cell a molecule occupies.
Neighbour List Limitations
The conventional method of MD force evaluation in distributed parallel computation is to use the cells algorithm to build neighbour lists for interacting pairs [22, 23] . The replicated molecule method provides interactions across periodic boundaries and interprocessor boundaries, where the system has been spatially partitioned [24, 25] .
The spatial location of molecules in MD is dynamic, and hence not deducible from the data structure that contains them. A neighbour list defines which pairs of molecules are within a certain distance of each other and so need to interact via intermolecular forces. When considering systems where the geometry is defined by a mesh of unstructured, arbitrary polyhedral cells, that may have been divided into irregular and complex mesh segments for parallelisation, neighbour lists have two limitations:
(i) Interprocessor molecule transfers: A molecule may cross an interprocessor boundary at any point in time (even part of the way through a timestep), at which point it should be deleted from the A complex geometry test case. A three-inlet fluid mixing channel with a wall volume for explicit crystalline molecular walls. The overall height is 82nm. The geometry was generated using Pro/ENGINEER R CAD software, exported to and meshed using GAMBIT R , then imported into OpenFOAM, filled with 2167110 molecules using the methods described in reference [21] , and the MD simulation run using gnemdFOAM (see section 3). Right: The mesh has been decomposed into 52 portions for parallel processing. The 48148 molecules contained in one portion are shown. Two different types of molecule are used: wall molecules (light) are tethered in an FCC crystal and liquid molecules (dark) which are free to move.
processor it was on and an equivalent molecule created on the processor on the other side of the boundary. Given that neighbour lists are constructed as lists of array indices, references or pointers to the molecule's location in a data structure, deleting a molecule would invalidate this location and require searching to remove all mentions of it. Likewise, creating a molecule would require the appropriate new pair interactions to be identified. Neither is practical due to the computational cost involved. It is conventional to allow molecules to stray outside of the domain controlled by a processor and carry out interprocessor transfers (deletions and creations) during the next neighbour list rebuild. This is straightforward when the spatial region associated with a processor can be simply defined by a function relating a position in space to a particular cell on a particular processor (i.e. a uniform, structured mesh, representing a simple domain). In a geometry where the space in question is defined by a collection of individual cells of arbitrary shape, this is more difficult. For example, the location the molecule has strayed to may be on the other side of a solid wall on the neighbour processor, or across another interprocessor boundary. (ii) Spatially resolved flow properties: MD simulations used for flow studies must be able to spatially resolve fluid mechanical and thermodynamical fields. This is achieved by accumulating and averaging measurements of the properties of molecules in individual cells of the same mesh that defines the geometry. If a molecule is allowed to stray outside of the domain controlled by a processor, as above, then it would not be unambiguous and automatic which cell's measurement the molecule should contribute to.
Both of these problems could be mitigated by communicating with the neighbouring processor to determine which cell a molecule outside the domain should be in and sending its information, or alternatively maintaining a local copy of the appropriate thickness layer of geometry of the neighbouring processors. In this work, however, it has been deemed that either of these options would result in an inflexible arrangement, with each additional simulation feature requiring special treatment; so neighbour lists have not been used.
Neighbour lists have some unfavourable features that limit their computational speed in large and nonequilibrium simulations. If one region of the fluid has a high temperature or high velocity, then the high F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y January 4, 2008 12:43 Molecular Simulation molSim˙AICA molecular velocities will cause the neighbour list to be invalidated and rebuilt often, limiting the calculation speed in the whole domain. Increasing the size and temperature of a system will also reduce the number of timesteps a neighbour list is valid for, thereby increasing the computational cost. This relationship can be predicted, see appendix A. We have developed a new algorithm which is designed to either replace the neighbour list technique outright, or be used to construct the neighbour list, for simulations operating on meshes of unstructured arbitrary polyhedral cells.
2 Arbitrary Interacting Cells Algorithm (AICA)
Interacting Cell Identification
The new Arbitrary Interacting Cells Algorithm (AICA) we propose here is a generalisation of the Conventional Cells Algorithm (CCA) [22, 23] . In the CCA, a simple (usually cuboid) simulation domain is subdivided into equally sized cells. The minimum dimension of the CCA cells must be greater than r cut , the cut-off radius of the intermolecular pair potential, so that all molecules in a particular cell interact with all other molecules in their own cell and with those in their nearest neighbour cells (i.e. those they share a face, edge or vertex with -26 in 3D). Extensions to this that permit the use of smaller cells [26, 27, 28] have been proposed, but they still require the domain to comprise a structured mesh of uniform cubes or cuboids. The objective of any cell algorithm is to evaluate interactions between as few molecules as possible that are further apart than r cut to maximise computational speed.
AICA uses a 3D mesh of unstructured polyhedra, as would be used in CFD to define the geometry of a region. There are no restrictions on cell size, shape or connectivity. A cell's position in the mesh structure does not imply anything about its physical location or connectivity. Therefore, the ability to handle arbitrary geometries comes from deducing locally which cells are in the interaction range. Each cell has a unique list of other cells that it is to interact with, this list is known as the Direct Interaction List (DIL) for the Cell In Question (CIQ). It is constructed by searching the mesh to create a set of cells that have at least one part of their surface within a distance of r cut from the surface of the CIQ, see figure 3 . Where there are multiple molecular species present with different values of r cut , the maximum value is used to determine cell interactions. Where substantially different cut-off radii are present, it would be possible to have separate DILs for different range interactions, all of which could be constructed simultaneously using a single evaluation of the mesh.
This work has been carried out on the basis that the mesh is static. It is possible to use the same methods for a system with a dynamic mesh, providing that the information about which cells interact can be efficiently and reliably kept up-to-date, or rebuilt without incurring an unreasonable computational cost.
The DILs are established prior to the start of simulation and are valid throughout because the spatial relationship of the cells is fixed, whereas the set of molecules they contain is dynamic. In a similar way to the CCA, at every timestep a molecule in a particular cell calculates its interactions with the other molecules in that cell and consults the cell's DIL to find which other cells contain molecules it should interact with. Information is required to be maintained at all times stating which cell a molecule is inthis has been implemented in a robust and efficient manner in OpenFOAM as part of the methods for tracking particle motion [20] .
Replicated Molecule Periodicity and Parallelisation
When parallelising an MD simulation, the spatial domain is decomposed and each processor is given responsibility for a single region [22] . Molecules that cross the boundaries between these regions need to be communicated from one processor to the next. Processors also communicate when carrying out intermolecular force calculations, in which molecules close to processor boundaries need to be replicated on their neighbours to provide interactions. This process is illustrated in figure 4 . Periodic boundaries also require information about molecules that are not physically adjacent in the domain (see figure 5) ; these required interactions can also be constructed by creating copies of molecules outside the boundary. It is possible to handle processor and periodic boundaries in exactly the same way, because they have the same underlying objective: molecules near to the edge of a region need to be copied either between processors or to other locations on the same processor at every timestep to provide interactions. This is a useful feature because decomposing a mesh for parallelisation will often turn a periodic boundary into a processor boundary. The issue is: how to efficiently identify which molecules need to be copied, and to which location, because this set continually changes as the molecules move.
More general and flexible coupled boundaries can be implemented using the same framework, where molecules are replicated to either side of a spatially-separated, non-parallel boundary. For example, a 'recycling' boundary condition or a rotationally symmetric simulation, see figure 6 , or coupling an inlet or outlet boundary or hybrid interface with any orientation to a static, external molecule reservoir.
2.2.1
Referred Molecules and Cells. Replicated molecule parallelisation and periodic boundaries are handled in the same way using referred cells (see figure 3 ) and referred molecules. Figure 5 . Periodic boundaries. Molecule B must calculate intermolecular forces with all other molecules within rcut. Some of those molecules may be on a periodic image of the system, which, in computational terms, will reside on the other side of the domain. Serial calculations in simple geometries typically use the minimum image convention [22, 23] , but this is not suitable for parallelisation. Referred molecule. A copy of a real molecule that has been placed in a region outside a periodic or processor boundary in order to provide the correct intermolecular interaction with molecules inside the domain. A referred molecule holds only its own position and id (i.e. identification of which type of molecule it is for multi-species simulations). Referred molecules are created and discarded at each timestep, and do not report any information back to their source molecules. Therefore if molecule j on processor 1 needs to interact with molecule k on processor 2, a separate referred molecule will be created on each processor.
Referred cell. Referred cells define a region of space and hold a collection of referred molecules. Each referred cell knows
• which real cell in the mesh (on which processor) is its source;
• the required transformation to refer the positions and orientations of the real molecules in the source cell to the referred location. A general transformation of position and orientation is required for the cases mentioned in section 2.2 and figure 6 which require the replicated cells to have a different orientation to their source cell; • the positions of all of its own vertices. These are the positions of the vertices of the source cell which have been transformed by the same referring transform as the referred molecules it contains; • the structure of all of the cell edges. Each edge is defined by a pair of indices in the referred vertex positions list indicating the vertices that comprise it; • the structure of all of the cell faces. Each face is defined by a list of indices in the referred vertex positions list indicating the vertices that comprise it; • which real cells are in range of this particular referred cell and hence require intermolecular interactions to be calculated. This is constructed once at the start of the simulation in the same way as the DIL for real-real cell interactions.
Interacting Cell Identification Methods
Building DILs and creating referred cells depends on identifying whether or not two cells are close enough such that the molecules they contain need to interact. Four methods for testing this were considered: PP, PPGR, CGAL and PFEE.
2.3.1
Point-Point (PP). The fastest and most straightforward method of determining whether cells are within r cut is to use Point-Point (PP) searching. All of the N p points in the mesh are compared to each other using a non-double-counting loop, and if any pair of points are within r cut of each other, then all of the cells that these points form part of 1 must all be in range of each other, see algorithm 1. Note that a point is compared to itself (p j = p i is used for the inner loop rather than p j = p i + 1) -this guarantees that neighbouring cells are identified for interaction if none of their non-shared vertices are within range of each other. Both of these problems are most prevalent in meshes of tetrahedral cells, and cannot occur in regular meshes with perfectly, or nearly-perfectly cuboid cells. 
2.3.2
Point-Point with Guard Radius (PPGR). The errors identified with the PP method can be reduced by adding a guard radius, r G to r cut . PPGR works exactly as PP, except cells with vertices separated by ≤ r G + r cut now also interact. The guard radius will mean that many cells will have DILs that are larger than necessary, which will slow down the running of the simulation because more unnecessary molecule pairs will be evaluated at each time step. It is possible to remove all errors from PP by adding a large enough guard radius, but this value is difficult to determine in advance, and in practice is relatively large, introducing a significant running performance penalty.
2.3.3
Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL). Whether cells need to interact can be found without either the errors of PP or the unnecessary additions to DILs of PPGR. The published CGAL library [29] can be used to calculate the closest distance between two convex hulls [30] , constructed from the points of each cell. This method always finds all of the cells that need to interact, irrespective of their relative geometry, by using a single non-double-counting loop comparing all cells in the mesh to each other. When implemented, however, the computational cost proved thousands of times greater than any of the other three methods described here. It is not suitable for meshes with a realistic number of cells, and will not be discussed further.
Point-Face and Edge-Edge (PFEE).
All cells within r cut of each other can be identified, without adding any unnecessary cells to a DIL, by conducting the mesh search on the basis of the two errors identified in PP: point-face and edge-edge searching. Point-Face. The closest point on a face (which is a polygon with an arbitrary number of sides) to an arbitrary 3D point, P, can either be a face vertex, lie on an edge, or lie on the face itself. Figure 9 shows these three cases. The question of whether the point is within r cut of the face can be determined by the following algorithm. The structure of this point-face algorithm is such that it only evaluates as much of the problem as is necessary to make a decision about whether the point is in range of the face. Once it is has this, it stops the evaluation of the current point-face pair and moves on to the next.
(i) Project P to the nearest point, P A on the plane defined by the face centre, C and normal unit vector, n, see figure 10, using
If |(P − C) · n| > r cut then it is not possible for the point to be in range of the face 1 . No more calculation is necessary for this pair. (ii) Whether P A lies inside or outside of the face must be determined. A line P A C is drawn from P A to C, along the plane of the face and each edge of the face is tested to see if this line crosses it. To do this, all of the vertices, v 0 , v 1 . . . v N , are projected onto a local 2D coordinate system that coincides with the plane of the face, with P A as its origin, see figure 11 . This is necessary because P A C and an edge may be skew if considered as 3D lines due to numerical round-off errors in the description points of the face, or where a face is not perfectly flat [20] . The axis unit vectors of the coordinate system on the plane are
and the position vector of a vertex, v α , in plane coordinates is
Given that C lies on the line of x ′ , by definition 1 The test actually performed is |(P − C) · n| 2 > r 2 cut to avoid the square root when determining the magnitude of the vector. All other comparisons of this type are also performed in this way. 
When determining the local coordinates of the vertices, if |P − v α | ≤ r cut then the face must be in range of the point. No more calculation is necessary for this pair. (iii) Finding E, the intersection point between P A C and the edge defined by vertices v ′ α and v ′ β . The equations for E ′ (the intersection in plane coordinates) on the lines P ′ A C ′ and v ′ α v ′ β are
Expanding equations (7) and (8) in x ′ and y ′ components
and solving for λ A and λ v , given that C ′ y ′ = 0 because E ′ lies on the line of
If 0 ≤ λ A ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ λ v ≤ 1, then the edge in question is crossed between P A and C. P A must have been outside of the face, and E is the closest point on the face to P,
If |P − E| ≤ r cut then the face is in range of the point. If no edge is crossed by P A C, then P A must have been on the face, so if |P A − P| ≤ r cut then the face is in range of the point, and the cells that the face forms part of must interact with the cells that the point forms part of.
The non-reciprocal nature of the point-face search must be borne in mind when searching for cells using it. When constructing DILs all faces must be tested with all points; no reduction in cost via a non-doublecounting procedure is possible. Real cell points must search for referred cell faces and referred cell points must search for real cell faces. This, and the relatively complex algorithm for calculating the point-face distance, results in PFEE being computationally expensive.
Edge-Edge. Using the derivation of the closest distance between two skew lines [31] to determine whether two edges are within range of each other. The equations for the closest points on the lines that the edges to be compared lie on, see figure 12 , are 
Defining [32] ,
and solving equations (12) and (13) for λ 1 and λ 2 gives
If |a × b| = 0, then the lines are parallel and this algorithm is invalid. A point-face search will, however, identify parallel edges as being in range if necessary. No more calculation is necessary for this edge pair. If 0 ≤ λ 1 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ λ 2 ≤ 1, then the closest points between the lines lie somewhere along both edges. In this case, calculate c 1 and c 2 using equations (12) and (13) and test |c 1 − c 2 | ≤ r cut to determine if the edges, hence the cells they form part of, are in range. Edge-edge searching is reciprocal and can be performed under a non-double-counting loop. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
2.4.2
Build Cell Occupancy and Refer Molecules. At each timestep, before calculating any forces, a list for each cell is built stating which molecules it contains. This is a computationally cheap operation because it only involves querying each molecule for which cell it is in, and adding a reference or pointer to that molecule to the list for the appropriate cell. Each molecule holds information about which cell it occupies by virtue of the tracking mechanism [20] .
At each timestep, all real cells which are the source cell of one or more referred cells send the position and id of all of the molecules they contain to the appropriate referred cell on the appropriate processor. The destination referred cells perform the appropriate position and orientation transformation when the molecules are received. The referred molecules are discarded and re-created from the source molecules at each timestep.
2.4.3
Force Calculation. The total intermolecular force acting on a molecule is calculated at each timestep by considering two types of interactions. Real-Real interactions occur between a molecule and others on the same processor, according to algorithm 2. Real-Referred interactions occur between real molecules and referred molecules arising from the other side of a processor or periodic boundary, according to algorithm 3. Referred molecules do not need to calculate interactions between themselves, because every referred molecule is a copy of a real molecule elsewhere, and as such will receive all of its real-real and real-referred interactions in-situ. 
AICA has been implemented in OpenFOAM [19] , which is an open source C++ library intended for continuum mechanics simulation of user-defined physics (primarily used for CFD) in arbitrary, unstructured geometries. The AICA MD code has been built using OpenFOAM's lagrangian particle tracking library [20] and is called gnemdFOAM. All features of OpenFOAM have a common infrastructure for distributed memory parallel processing using MPI.
Accuracy: Single Timestep Average Pair Potential Energy
The total potential energy of all pair interactions in a test system was calculated by an in-house code, gnemd, which was based on, and is validated against, the code supplied in [22] . The positions of all of the molecules from the gnemd test case were imported into gnemdFOAM, transferring with a precision of 18 decimal places. The same system (same bounding box geometry and same intermolecular potential) was simulated by gnemdFOAM using a regular cubic mesh and 21 different tetrahedral meshes generated by commercial CFD meshing software GAMBIT R . The cubic mesh in gnemdFOAM comprised 28 3 = 21952 cubic cells. The tetrahedral meshes were generated by specifying the number of cell edges to be placed on the edges of the bounding geometry, and allowing GAMBIT R to automatically generate a tetrahedral mesh. Edge numbers of 10-30 were used and the number of cells generated in each case shown in table 1. An example mesh (edge number 15) is shown in figure 13 .
All MD values in these tests will be expressed in reduced units scaled using the Argon Lennard Jones (LJ) potential length, energy and mass values. The shifted-force [23] LJ intermolecular potential for Argon was used in all simulations:
with ǫ = 120k b , where k b is the Boltzmann constant, σ = 0.34nm and r cut = 2.5σ. A cubic system domain of exactly 50 units side length was chosen to avoid any round-off errors when generating the mesh geometry, and a fluid number density of (50/46) −3 = 0.778688 chosen to give a perfect simple cubic lattice of 46 3 = 97336 molecules. The total potential energy of all pair interactions for the molecules in their initial configuration, divided by the number of molecules, will be used to compare the results. This average potential per molecule, P E , was calculated using gnemd, P E g , and by gnemd-FOAM for 22 meshes (21 tetrahedral and cubic) using the PP, PPGR (with r G = 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0) and PFEE cell interaction identification methods. The cubic mesh in gnemdFOAM was not sensitive to any of 7520  9748  11101  19344  22289  22338  28113  36646  43420  50877   20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  56171  67520  73801  88334  97488  105385  129761  145016  145196 the mesh searching errors of PP identified in section 2.3.1 and produced exactly the same result, P E gF , with each of the cell interaction identification methods:
.22656275761469, P E gF = −4.22656275759921,
The difference between P E g and P E gF , equation (17) , is thought to arise from the accumulation of rounding errors in the calculation of all pair potentials and any round-off error in the transfer of molecule positions between the two codes. The magnitude of this difference is considered to be insignificant. The relative error between P E for the tetrahedral meshes using the various cell interaction methods and P E gF is calculated in the same manner as equation (17) and shown in figure 14 . The errors in the PP or PPGR results are due to cells containing molecules that should interact not being identified by point-point searching of the mesh. The errors in PP and PPGR simulations become smaller in meshes with more cells because a fixed r cut + r G length becomes larger relative to the cell size, giving a greater chance of establishing two points of a cell being in range.
Note that PFEE always produces a result that appears to be on the numerical 'noise floor' of the simulation -where the cumulative effect of numerical rounding errors becomes important. This is supported by the PPGR results dropping onto this line when r G is large enough, indicating that all errors have been removed. This line has a smaller magnitude than the value from equation (17) , which is plotted as 'g to gF, cubic mesh'. This demonstrates that PFEE identifies the correct cells to provide every molecular interaction in the system, irrespective of mesh topology. 
3.2.1
Parallel Accuracy. The accuracy of PFEE when the simulation is parallelised is demonstrated in figure 15 . The tetrahedral meshes were decomposed into 12 portions (as shown in figure 13 ) by a simple x : y : z = 2 : 3 : 2 split and into 32 portions using METIS [33] , then simulated on a distributed memory parallel cluster. The 'parallel to serial error' data represents the relative difference between P E calculated for each mesh and P E gF . The 'parallel self error' data represents the difference between P E calculated for each mesh and P E calculated for the cubic mesh parallelised in the same way as the tetrahedral meshes. It is interesting to note that the parallel self errors are substantially lower than the parallel to serial errors. This is likely to be due to referred molecule positions being truncated from 64bit to 32bit precision by OpenFOAM to speed up interprocessor transfer. This would explain why the cubic mesh simulated in parallel gives a result substantially closer to the parallel tetrahedral meshes than the serial result. The parallel to serial errors are larger than those for PFEE in figure 14 , although still acceptably small. This demonstrates that the referred cells, which provide the intermolecular force connection between processors, are correctly created and used.
3.2.2
Distribution of Errors. The values of P E for PP and PPGR do not give an indication of how the intermolecular force errors due to missed interactions are distributed. If a large number of molecules experience small errors, then this is perhaps tolerable. If, however, a small number of molecules receive substantial errors, this will may cause unacceptable perturbations to the dynamics. The latter case is observed in practice.
The system simulated above is initialised in the cubic mesh with molecule velocities drawn from a Maxwellian distribution at a temperature of 2.5 and allowed to evolve in gnemdFOAM using the Verlet leapfrog [22] integration scheme for 1000 timesteps of ∆t = 0.005 to create a reference system. This was done to let the initial simple cubic lattice relax into a more realistic configuration, because the net force on each molecule in the perfect crystal is zero, which is not useful for calculating relative errors. The molecule positions from the reference system are used in the tetrahedral meshes and the acceleration vector for each molecule calculated. The absolute and relative error magnitude between the acceleration for each molecule in the tetrahedral mesh and the acceleration for the corresponding molecule in the reference system is calculated:
These errors were added to histograms to assess their distribution. Examples of the histograms are shown in figures 16 and 17 for the edge number 14 mesh, using PP and PPGR (r G = 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0). Both graphs show that the vast majority of molecules receive very small errors. A small number of molecules receive a substantial absolute error -up to 2.5, where acceleration magnitudes of up to 100-150 are typical in this simulation. Large relative errors of 30% (see the inset portion of figure 16 ) are also seen, although these may be caused by the reference acceleration magnitude being very small. The addition of a guard radius does improve matters, but not substantially until, in this example, r G > 0.5 is used.
Computational Speed
The computational speed of establishing cell interactions and calculating intermolecular forces in gnemd-FOAM was assessed for each of the tetrahedral meshes above, filled with 97336 LJ molecules. The time taken to build the interaction lists (create DILs, create referred cells and find real cells in range of referred cells) was recorded, and an intermolecular force calculation for all molecules performed 400 times and timed. The molecules were not moved during the simulation. All timing tests were performed on a PC with a 2.8GHz, AMD Athlon TM FX-62 processor.
The time taken to build the interaction lists is shown in figure 18 (note the logarithmic time axis). For the PP and PPGR data, an increase with increasing r G is seen because more referred cells will be created. It is clear that PFEE takes substantially longer than PP or PPGR to build the interaction lists. This is understandable given the number of comparisons and calculations required by PFEE. Building the interaction lists is O(N 2 ), for a mesh of N cells, and as such benefits greatly from parallelisation because each portion of the mesh only needs to search itself. The longest PFEE builds, taking several 1000s of seconds, would typically not be practical and the mesh would be decomposed and the simulation parallelised. The interaction lists are established only once, at the start of the simulation, so for a very long simulation this may not represent a substantial portion of the total time. If the same mesh with the same r cut is to be used repeatedly, then the cell interaction information can be calculated once then written to and read from disk. The average time taken per timestep to calculate the intermolecular forces is shown on figure 19 . All of the results follow a similar trend: in meshes with few cells, each cell contains a large number of molecules, and many pairs identified to interact will be further apart than r cut . As the cells become smaller, the number of unnecessary interactions reduces until a point where the additional overhead of administrating more cells becomes more costly than the benefit derived, producing a 'dip.' All of the results essentially level off for meshes with a large number of cells (greater than 80000). This shows that the presence of empty cells (there are 97336 molecules in the system) does not present a significant overhead -this is a favourable characteristic. The only exception is for PPGR, r G = 1.0, where the large number of additional interacting cells seems to cause a noticeable overhead increase in meshes containing many cells.
The PP and PPGR results produce a family of curves, with increasing r G the computational time increases and the region of the 'dip' narrows. An increased guard radius will produce DILs with unnecessary cells on them and unnecessary real-referred cell interactions, increasing the number of intermolecular evaluations between pairs of molecules that are further apart than r cut .
The PFEE result has a similar form to PP and PPGR but does not fit into the family. In meshes with fewer cells, PFEE is more expensive than PP and most of the PPGR results because it is correctly identifying cells to interact that PP and PPGR miss. Comparing 19 to figure 14 it can be seen that the 'dip' (up to approximately 40000 cells) in computational time coincides with the region of maximum errors for PP and PPGR -missed cell interactions emphasise the 'dip' by reducing the number of calculations required by each molecule. The fact that PFEE does not take significantly longer to calculate forces than PP for larger meshes demonstrates that it does not identify any more cells to interact than are absolutely necessary.
There is a opportunity to trade-off the time taken to build the interaction lists using PFEE with a quick list build and slower timesteps using PPGR and a large enough r G to remove all errors. The required r G length is difficult to determine in advance, however, and most realistic simulations involve very many timesteps, which would soon make the PPGR simulation slower overall.
Simulations to characterise the performance of the code, exploring the impact of number density, system size, mesh cell size and morphology (for example, tetrahedral vs. hexahedral, skew, aspect ratio) number of processors and decomposition method will be presented in a future publication.
Discussion and Conclusions
The AICA algorithm is able to identify cells which are within a distance r cut of each other in a mesh of unstructured arbitrary polyhedra. It can be used for building neighbour lists, or for intermolecular force calculations directly. In order to guarantee that every cell interaction is identified, particularly in tetrahedral meshes, a significant amount of calculation is required to identify when pairs of points and faces in the mesh are within range of each other, and when pairs of edges are within range. This is Point-Face, Edge-Edge (PFEE) searching of the mesh.
The accuracy of using PFEE mesh searching to determine which cells in the mesh should interact has been demonstrated by simulating a cubic MD system represented by 21 different tetrahedral meshes, ranging from 7520 to 196847 cells. The results are the same, to within numerical round off error, to those produced by another verified MD code. The computational cost of intermolecular force calculation with AICA depends on the mesh used (see below) but scales favourably with increasing refinement of the mesh. In particular, having a significant number of empty cells does not add much computational overhead. The accuracy of exchanging intermolecular force data across periodic and interprocessor boundaries using 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
Choosing a Mesh
The performance of the algorithm is highly dependent on the mesh it is applied to. When choosing a mesh to use for a simulation the following points must be considered, and in some cases numerically tested and traded-off against one another:
• The time required to build cell interaction lists depends on the intermolecular potential cut-off radius, r cut , the number of cells and their shape, and the form of the mesh: a tetrahedral mesh will have a difference balance of points:edges:cells compared to a hexahedral mesh, which will impact on the time taken for a PFEE search.
• Optimising the size of the mesh to minimise the time taken to run the simulation is complex and is case-specific, as demonstrated in section 3.3.
• The mesh is not only used to define the shape of the domian and to help identify interacting molecules, thermodynamical and fluid mechanical fields are spatially resolved onto it and the mesh resolution may be dictated by this.
• The mesh does not need to be uniform, it can have locally high resolution for making measurements in regions of interest but be coarser to improve computational speed if necessary in other regions. The 'tricks of the trade' used in CFD can also be applied, for example the mesh can be adaptively refined to track a region of interest.
• The results in section 3 showed that PP and PPGR are generally not good choices for building cell interactions unless either the mesh in question comprises fairly regular hexahedra or some errors can be tolerated.
Future Developments
Currently this algorithm deals only with short-ranged pair forces. Future developments will incorporate rigid and flexible polyatomic molecules, and long-range electrostatic forces. A hybrid MD/continuum implementation in OpenFOAM is currently under development. OpenFOAM is ideal for incorporating polar fluids and electrokinetic actuation, which feature in envisioned applications, because it is able to simulate electromagnetic, magnetohydrodynamic and fluid mechanic continuum fields on the same mesh that AICA operates on. The computational cost of the neighbour list algorithm depends on the number of timesteps a neighbour list remains valid for -a quantity whose dependence on simulation properties can be predicted. For a given number of molecules, N , of mass m, in equilibrium at a temperature T , there is a probability of 1/N that a molecule in the system will be travelling with a velocity v N . It is therefore likely that at every timestep there will be one molecule travelling at, or close to this velocity. Given that a neighbour list is invalidated when the cumulative sum of maximum displacements in the system exceeds a fixed threshold (usually 0.5∆R, half the shell thickness [22] ), finding the number of timesteps required for a molecule travelling at v N to cover this distance gives an estimate of the lifetime of the list. Estimating v N by equating the Maxwellian velocity distribution to 1/N , where T , m and v N are in reduced MD units [23] (see figure A1 ):
The high speed solution is,
where W −1 is the secondary real branch of the Lambert W function. The accuracy of v N as a prediction of the maximum velocity in the system has been tested experimentally. Two systems containing 1728 and 13824 Lennard-Jones molecules, m = 1, at a number density of 0.8 were equilibrated to two different temperatures, T = 1.0 and T = 2.5, then simulated for 44000 timesteps of ∆t = 0.005. At each timestep the maximum velocity in the system was found and added to a histogram with a velocity bin width of 0.05. The histograms were then normalised to produce probability functions, their mean calculated, and the data was fitted to a curve of the form, Figure A2 shows the maximum velocity probability functions with their mean and the corresponding value of v N (T, m, N ). Table A1 shows the pertinent data and the curve fitting parameters for each result. The values of v N and the distribution mean are close in all four cases, with v N consistently higher (2-5% -5.5% in these examples) but lying comfortably within the distribution. Using v N will probably result in a slightly pessimistic estimate of the lifetime of a neighbour list.
The number of timesteps (of length ∆t) a neighbour list is valid for, L, is given by
This lifetime reduces with increasing temperature and number of molecules, as shown in figure A3 , resulting in a higher computational cost when using neighbour lists. At higher temperatures, v N is higher because the velocity distribution covers a higher molecular speed range. In systems comprising more molecules, it is more probable that at least one molecule will be travelling at a given speed in the upper region of the distribution, therefore v N is also higher. The cost of an algorithm such as AICA, based only on cell interactions, is not sensitive to either of these parameters, therefore becomes increasingly attractive in large systems (> 10 6 molecules) where neighbour list lifetimes are lower. The use of the ceiling function in Figure A1 . Maxwellian velocity distribution. Finding velocities corresponding to a probability of 1/N , where N is the number of molecules in the system. There are two real, positive solutions -the high speed one is v N , the quantity of interest. 
Appendix B: Build Cell Interactions
Building DILs, creating referred cells and determining which real cells are in range of them is allowed to be computationally expensive (within reason) because it will only happen once at the beginning of the MD simulation, if the mesh is static. Accessing the information, however, must be as fast as possible because it will happen at every timestep. In each of these steps either the PP, PPGR or PFEE method can be used to test whether or not two cells are within r cut of each other.
B.1 Building DILs
The construction of the DILs and accessing molecules is done in such a way as to not double-count interactions. For example, if cells A and B need to interact, cell B will be on cell A's DIL, but cell A will not be on cell B's DIL. When a molecule in cell A interacts with one in cell B the molecule in cell B will receive the inverse of the force vector calculated to be added to the molecule in cell A, because the pair forces are reciprocal, i.e. f ab = −f ba . When using PP or PPGR, all points in the mesh are compared, as per algorithm 1. When two points are in range, this produces a set of cells attached to one point and another set attached to the other point. When using PFEE, all points are compared to all faces. When this pair are in range the set of cells that are attached to the point and the set of cells that the face forms part of are produced. All edges in the mesh are compared in a non-double-counting loop, and when they are in range two sets of cells are again produced -those attached to one edge and those attached to the other.
For each step in each method, two sets of cells are returned. The index of each cell in one set is compared to the index of each cell in the other set, and the cell with the higher index is added to the DIL of the cell with the lower index. Cells are not added to their own DIL.
B.2 Creating Referred Cells
Coupled patches are the basis of periodic and interprocessor communication for creating referred cells. Patches, in general, are an OpenFOAM class comprising a collection of cell faces representing a mesh boundary of some description -they may provide solid surfaces, inlets, outlets, symmetry planes, periodic planes, or interprocessor connections. Coupled patches provide two surfaces; that which exits one enters the other and vice versa. Two types are used in AICA:
• Periodic patches on a single processor are arranged into two halves, each half representing one of the • faces on a processor that were internal to the mesh prior to decomposition end up on a segment;
• faces on a processor patch that were on separate periodic patches on the undecomposed mesh end up on different segments. These segments are further split such that faces that were on different halves of the periodic patch on the undecomposed mesh end up on different segments; • faces on different halves of a periodic patch end up on different segments.
Each segment must produce a single vector/tensor transformation pair (see appendix C) which will be applied to all cells referred across it.
B.2.2
Cell Referring Iterations. For each patch segment:
(i) Find all real and existing referred cells with a portion of their surface in range of the faces comprising the patch segment. (ii) Refer or re-refer this set of cells across the boundary defined by the patch segment using its transformation, see appendix C. In the case of a segment of periodic boundary, this creates new referred cells on the same processor. For a segment of a processor patch, these cells are communicated to, and created on the neighbouring processor. Before creating any new referred cell a check is carried out to ensure that it is not • a duplicate referred cell, one that has been created already by being referred across a different segment; • a referred cell trying to be duplicated on top of a real cell, i.e. a cell being referred back on top of itself. If the proposed cell for referral would create a duplicate of an existing referred cell, or end up on top of a real cell, then it is not created. To be a duplicate, the source processor, source cell and the vector part of the transformation (see appendix C) must be the same for the two cells (note, the vector part of transformation for a real cell is zero by definition).
A single run of these steps will usually not produce all of the required referred cells. They are repeated until no processor adds a referred cell in a complete evaluation of all segments, meaning all possible interactions are accounted for. In iterations after the first, in step 1 it is enough to search only for referred cells in range of the faces on the patch segment, because the real cells will not have changed and would all be duplicates. The final configuration of referred cells does not depend on the order of patch segment evaluation. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 with. This process is accelerated by only searching a subset of the real cells in the mesh. These are the real cells that were identified as being in range of any processor or periodic patch when creating the referred cells. This set is guaranteed to contain all cells that could be in range of a referred cell.
B.4 Example Construction of Referred Cells
Figures B1 and B2 show the start and end points of the cell referring operation on a mesh that has been decomposed to run in parallel. The example is in 2D for clarity but the process is exactly the same in 3D. In this example the number of referred cells created exceeds the number of real cells, which would lead to much costly interprocessor communication. This is because the mesh has been made deliberately small relative to r cut to demonstrate as many features of the algorithm as possible and to be practical to understand. In realistic systems, the mesh portions would be significantly bigger than r cut and the referred cells would form a relatively thin halo around each portion. Decomposition of the mesh should preferably be carried out to minimise the number of cells that need to be referred and to ensure that the vast majority of the intermolecular interactions happen between real-real molecule pairs; in this way the communication cost is minimised. Figure B2 . The final configuration of referred cells around the portions of the mesh in figure B1 on each processor. A circle of radiuŝ rcut drawn from any part of a real cell would be fully encompassed by other real or referred cells, thereby providing all molecules in that cell with the appropriate intermolecular interactions, either across a periodic boundary or from another processor. Note that many cells are referred several times; for example, the source cell marked with ⋆ on processor 2 is referred to processors 0 and 1 twice on each.
Appendix C: Cell Referring Transformations
A spatial transformation is required to refer a cell across a periodic or processor boundary. Figure C1 shows the most general case of a cell being referred across a separated, non-parallel boundary, where, α 0 = Cell with a face on one side of the boundary, β 0 = Cell with a face on the other side of the boundary, coupled to α 0 , α 1 = Cell α 0 referred across the boundary, C = Cell centre, n = Face normal unit vector, S α 0 β 0 = C β 0 − C α 0 . Position shift from C α 0 to C β 0 , R α 0 β 0 = Tensor required to rotate −n α 0 to n β 0 , given by,
where I is the identity tensor. The absolute position, P ′ , of a molecule transformed across a boundary (with its containing cell) from its original position P is required. To derive the P → P ′ transform, first the position of P relative to the centre of the coupled face on α 0 is given by Then this vector is rotated by the transformation tensor defined by the source and destination coupled face normals:
The rotated position is transformed back to global coordinates:
and then shifted by the relative separation of the coupled face centres, i.e.
The result is the same if the point is shifted by S α 0 β 0 prior to rotation by R α 0 β 0 around C β 0 . The final position of P ′ is the same if any coupled face centre/face normal pair on the boundary is used. Therefore, all cells and all molecules referred across a particular boundary may use the transformation derived from one cell. This result can be used to transform the positions of all of the molecules in a source cell to their correct position in a referred cell. Molecules being referred also operate on their own rotationally-dependent properties (e.g. angular orientation) using the rotation tensor. This transformation is suitable for multiple periodic boundaries and arbitrary mesh decompositions where existing referred cells must be re-referred by other boundaries. This creates the cell relationships across edges, corners, and also on non-neighbouring processors. See Appendix B.4 for an example. Cell re-referring is achieved by writing equation (C5) as a generic transform:
where,
If y and R are the transformations required to move P to P ′ , then transforming P ′ to P ′′ using y ′ and R ′ gives:
and reduced to the generic form by defining,
Further re-referrals can be reduced to a single transform in a predictable way, with only a single vector/tensor pair required to be stored by the referred cell at any stage. Any number of cell referring transformations may be made sequentially, but the resulting transformation takes the initial source position (P) and directly transforms it to the final destination regardless of, and without having to intermediately visit, the other referred locations along the way.
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